


Basic Information
Minimum stated hardware 
requirements:
● OS: Windows® 7 32/64-bit / Vista 

32/64 / XP
● Processor: Pentium 4 3.0GHz
● Memory: 2 GB RAM
● Graphics: Video card with 128 MB, Shader 

model 2.0. ATI X800, NVidia 6600 or 
better

● DirectX: Version 9.0c
● Storage: 13 GB available space
● Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible 

sound card

Game title: Left 4 Dead 2 

Company: Valve

 Author/Writer: Chet Faliszek

Type of game: First Person 
Shooter / Horror 

Price:Current price on Steam: 
$9.99

Actual hardware requirements:
● OS: Windows® 7 32/64-bit / Vista 

32/64 / XP
● Processor: Intel core 2 duo 2.4GHz
● Memory: 2 GB RAM
● Graphics: Video Card Shader model 3.0. 

NVidia 7600, ATI X1600 or better
● DirectX: Version 9.0c
● Storage: 13 GB available space
● Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible 

sound card



Game Summary
Overview:  

Set in a zombie filled apocalypse, L4D2 is the 
sequel to the FPS horror game Left 4 Dead. tHIS 
IS A co-operative aCTION BASED HORROR GAME 
THAT TAKES YOU TO MANY LOCATIONS IN THE DEEP 
SOUTH TO COMBAT THE ZOMBIE HORDE AS YOU FIGHT 
FOR YOU AND YOUR TEAMMATES SURVIVAL

Player’s Role :  

Playing as one of 4 new survivors, you will be 
armed with an array of many new weapons to 
fight the zombie horde. Or, If you decide to 
play the Verses mode, you can even play as a 
special type infected, an ensure the doom of 
the surviving humans. 

Story-Line:
The four Survivors; Nick, Coach< ellis, and 
Rochelle, arrive a second too late as their 
rescue helicopter flies away. They then fight 
their way through many locations of the rural 
south, Savannah, Rayford, Griffin County, and 
finally New orleans. Fighting the infected the 
whole time. they finally Encounter a military 
pick-up in New Orleans and are able to escape 
just 10 minutes before Jets begin to firebomb 
the city.   



Game Summary (Cont.)
gAMEPLAY MECHANICS:  

- 1st Person Shooter
- Unlimited Ammo in Pistols and melee weapons
- Limited Ammo on everything else
- Pick up increasingly good weapons/equipment 

as campaign progresses
- Can use Medkits to heal self or others 

- Same for Pills and Adrenaline 
- If ‘Trapped’ by a special infected, can only be 

saved by teammates
- Become slower the more health you 

lose
- Able to revive/be revived by teammates
- Each campaign is broken up into 

‘chapters’
- Chapters starts/ends are signaled by 

entering a safe room that has ammo/ 
health 

Installation:
- Xbox store 
- Steam   

Manual?:  

- No Manual.
- But the first chapter of the first 

campaign acts as a sort of tutorial, 
giving the user an easy start, and a 
bunch of indications of what to do



Artwork:  

- Not very Insane Graphics
- That’s not what they were going for, gameplay and atmosphere 

was more of a focus 
- Very Scary and creepy atmosphere, a lot of levels have you traversing the 

darkness 
- Zombies designs are level specific

- If you are at a carnival, you get clown zombies. If you are in 
the swamp, you get swamp zombies

- Writings from previous survivors are written everywhere on the walls, 
good (and sometimes humorous) world-building.

Game Summary (Cont.)

Sounds and Music :  

- Every Special infected Gets its own sound to indicate its presence 
- The same happens with a regular horde 
- Loud noises in the game trigger infected to swarm you
- Being ‘trapped’ by a special infected triggers a fight or flight type of 

music 
- Music is an integral part of the Carnival level, as you play a loud rock 

song to signal a helicopter for rescue 



User Interface
User Interface:  

Player HUD
- Player can see their Health in the Bottom Right
- Can See teammates Health as well
- Aids in teamwork, can know when teammates 

need extra help
- Weapon Type and Ammo displayed as well
- Grenade type/ Health pack/ Health supplement 

Displayed below that
- Can see teammates items as well above their 

health

Scoring:  

- In Between Campaign ‘chapters’ stats will be 
displayed while the new chapter loads

- How many infected killed
- Among damage given to Tanks 
- Etc

- At the end of the Campaign All Stats are 
shown in the Credits 



Special Features:  

- A ‘Versus’ gamemode is in the game, that 
allows you to play as a special infected to try 
and stop another team of real players from 
completing the campaign

- A ‘Survival’ gamemode that allows you to 
choose a random map and try to survive 
against the horde as long as you can 

Game Summary (Cont.)

Bugs:  

This game has many bugs. But some of the most famous I 
can remember are:

- Grenade Launcher jumps
- Gain insane height if someone shoots 

you from below as you jump 
- Skipping levels by being out of bounds

- Using the above trick, one can get out 
of bounds and skip large portions of 
the game 



Game Review 
The Good:  

- Extremely fun to play with friends 
- The game puts an emphasis on Co-op 

to survive
- Offers Insane replayability

- Many fun game modes
- Campaigns don’t always play out the 

same way, zombie spawns (especially 
special infected) can be random

- It’s not too hard
- Regular zombies are really easy to kill
- Special infected are less so, but still 

not too difficult (minus the Tank or 
Witch) 

- Tons of Different Weapons to choose from
- Lots of ways of going about progressing through 

certain levels
- can implement stealth at times
- Before big horde fights there is usually 

time to prep and strategize 

The Bad:  

- Everyone can be held up by one player
- In order to end a chapter all 

players have to enter the safe 
room, if one player refuses 
there’s nothing anyone can do 

- Toxic teammates could allow you to just 
die 

- Takes you out of the game for the 
entire chapter sometimes

- Friendly fire is enabled
- Funny sometimes, but can be 

abused by toxic players
- The AI in the game is incredibly stupid

- If you’re playing alone, the rest 
of your team is controlled by AI, 
and they are not smart at all. 



Game Review (cont.) 
Similar Games:  

- Killing floor
- Killing Floor 2 
- Back 4 Blood
- World War Z
- Cod Zombies(?)  

How does it Compare:  

The original left 4 dead came out before any of the previously 
listed games, with the exception of COD zombies (only a 
matter of days between releases, but it was only a side mode). 
Left 4 Dead can be considered the first truly big and 
successful cooperative zombie game experience. And left 4 
dead 2 was a massive improvement on it.

 Every game listed has its pros and cons, but only COD 
Zombies truly managed to stand on its own to make a name 
for itself. Every other game is missing something that just 
made L4d2 click. L4D Still has a massive fanbase that is dying 
for a sequel. Back 4 Blood is considered a spiritual successor, 
but from what I’m hearing. It being much less well received.  

BOttom Line: L4D2 still stands as possibly the best cooperative 
zombies experience despite its age. 



Game Review (cont.) 
Appropriate Audience:
  

This game is best for Action/horror fans. With a creepy 
atmosphere and chilling sounds, it can deliver a 
frightening feel. But The player, being a well equipped 
zombie slaying machine, is more than well equipped to 
deal with the zombies. This aspect takes slightly away from 
the horror, but fully leans into the action aspect.

It is best to play this game with a good group of friends, 
or try to find a group via the online co-op 
matchmaking. This game was built as a cooperative 
experience.

As for the age of the audience, this game is rated M (18+) 
due to its blood, Gore, Violence, and language. 

Design Mistakes:
  

- Occasionally resource droughts can be an issue 
when playing on a harder difficulty. 

- When players hang back to loot/explore for too 
long after defeating a horde, the game will 
send a special infected after them, almost 
punishing exploration/preparation

- Friendly fire increases the difficulty and 
realism, but can at times be toxic. 

- Sometimes the level design can be confusing to 
know where to go, the game doesn’t provide a 
minimap or objectives all the time. It relies 
heavily on environment driven path discovery, 
so if this ever fails, the user can get lost. 



Summary 
Worth Purchasing?:
  

Absolutely. Even more-so If you can convince a friend 
or 2 to buy it as well. It’s cheap price of $9.99 is more 
than enough to entice a user to try one of the most 
enjoyable co-op zombies games of all time. There are 
still ~18,000 players still playing the game today, so even 
if you can’t find a friend, you can still play with others. 
It is a timeless classic that hasn’t had a game quite like it 
since it’s release, it’s a unique experience that should be 
tried by all.

How can it be improved :
  

- GivinG an option to turn off friendly fire
- Rewarding exploration more
- Making level traversal a little more obvious 

- Perhaps a mini-map? 

Strengths :
- Rich co-operative experience
- High replayability
- Immersive atmosphere
- Likeable characters 
- Fun gameplay 

weaknesses :
- Stupid AI 
- Possibility of Toxic Teammates 
- Resource drought 


